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Defendant Nicholas Youna is awaiting trial for ·one count of attempting to provide 

material support to a designated foreign terrorist 01ganization ("FTO"), namely the Islamic Sta1:c 

of Iraq and the Levant ("!SIL''), in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2339B, and three counts of 

obstruction ofjll$tice, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512. [Dkt. No. 38]. Specifically, Count One 

alleges that between December 3, 2015 and August 2, 2016, Young "111:t.empted to provide 

misleading informatioii to the FBI in order to protect [an assodate's] ability to avoid capture e:nd 

continue to sci-ve ISll." and "provided gift cards (Bild gift codes), which he understood were u~ed 

by ISIL to faciliwe recrui1ullmt, "to [bis associate] undcrstandina that the funds held iii those 

cards would be provided to ISIL and used by !SIL to facilitate recruitment of others to join 

ISIL." Id. at 1. The iktaib of the alleged activity arc set forth in a previous Memorandum 

Opinion regarding defciidant's motion to suppress evidence obtained from Rule 41 search 

wam.nts [0kt. No. 91 J, which was denied [Dkt. No. 78). 

On January 17, 2017, pursuant to SO U.S.C. §§ l806(c) and 182S(d), the government 

provided notice to Youiig and the Court that it "Intends to offer into evidence, or otherwise ut,e 

or diSlllose In any proceedinas in [this case}, information obtained or derived from electronic 

surveillance and physical searches conducted pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillan,:e 
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Act of 1978 ('FISA'), as amended, 50 u.s.C. §§ 1801-1812 and 1821-1829." [Dkt. No. 60]: Tor. 

underlyina FISA application(s) and order{s) an: classified. On January 31, 2017, without seeinB 

the relevant FISA app\ieation(s), defendant filed a Motion for Disclosure ofFISA·Related 

Material Bild/or to Suppress the Fruits or Derivatives of Electronic S\lJ'Veillance and Physical 

Search Puisuant to PISA ("FISA Motion"). (.Diet. No. 65], Defendant argues that the underlying 

FISA application(s) and othc:r materials should be disclosed to defense counsel so that counsel 

can provide effective assistance, emphasizing that the relevant statUiory provisions pennit sucll. 

disclosure under cl:l'tain circumstances and clain,.ing that g parJ,e nroceedings are ''anathema" 1:0 

adversarial proceedings. Def. Mem., [Dkt, No. 62-1] at 8-15. In addition, defendant claims that 

the government's FISA evidence .itould be suppressed because the defendant was !lllither the 

"agent of a foreign power" nor engaged in "international terrorism," and because the FISA 

applications were "likely improperly predicated on protected First Amendment activities," 

normal iP.Yestigative techniques could have been employed, and the required roinirnizatinn 

procedures "may not have been followed." Def. Mero. at I 5-22. 

The goveminent bas filed a classified opposition brief and the relevant FISA materials 

have bccl'.l submitted in oswa "1< parte,. .,n.d under seal. [Dirt. No. 83]. An unclassified and 

redacted version of its opposition brief has also been filed. [Dkt. No. 82-1]. The govemmcnt 

concurrently filed an affidavit signed by the Attorney Ocneral r.Jairnine: that disclos\ll"B or an 

adversary h11arina would hatm the oational sccurity of the United Slate$, [Dkt. No. 82], and 

argues that pursuant to 50 U.S.C. §§ 1806(±) and 1825(g) the Court "must conduct an w c:mnt!l"J, 

ex pane teView of the documents relevant to the def'endam' ll motion." Gov. Opp. at 2. 

Substantively, the eovemmem atill&.l that "the elecI1'0nic surveillance and physical search at 

issue in this case were both lawfully authorized and lawfully conducted in compliance with 
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FISA" and disclosure to the defendant is not authorized "because the Court can make an accurai:e 

determination R:&arding lepll.ty without disclosing the FISA materials or portions thereof." Go11. 

Opp. at 2. 

Defendant submitted a reply brief entitled "Classified Reply in Support of Motion for 

Disclosure of PISA-Related Material arul/or to Suppress the Fruits or Derivatives of:Electronic 

Surveillance and Physical Search Pumlant to FISA; and Motion for Reconsideration of March 

10, 2017 Order." (Diet. No. 84]. The niotion to reconsider pertains to a non-FISA issue and has 

been dealt with in a separate opinion. (0kt. No. 91]. For the reasons that follow, defendant's 

FISA Motion will be denied. 

L OVERVIEW OF FISA 

FISA was enacted in 1978 to establish a framework under which the executive branch 

"could conduct electronic surveillance for :tbrcian intelligence plll])oscs without violatiug the 

rights of citizens." United Statesy. Hammoud. 381 F.3d 316,332 (4th Cir. 2004)(en bane), 

"l'GfllM on ptber gronpd•, 543 U.S. 1097 (200S), 1 Under FISA, the Chief Justice oftbe Unitccl 

States designates eleven United States District Judges to sit as mcmbc:Is of the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC"). See 50 U.S.C. § 1803(a)(l). Subject to cerlllin 

exceptions,2 the executive branch must receive advance approval from a FISC judae for all 

electrol1ic surveillance of a foreign power orits agents, Hammoud, 381 F.3d at 332. To secur~ 

such approval, the aovcnunent must file an ex·parte, under seal application with the FISC. 5(1 

1 Although FISA initially only pertained to electronic surveillance,~ SO U.S.C. §§ 1801-11112, 
it bas since been expanded to include physical searches,~ 50 u.s.c. §§ 1821-1829. 
2 The Attorney General may issue an emergency order authorizing FISA surveillance under 
certain circumswwes, SSl 50 U.S.C. §§ 1805(e)(l); however, the govemnient must submit an 
application to a FISC judge "as soon BS practicable, but not laler than 7 days after the Attorney 
General authorizes such $11rVeillance," ill. Su also 50 U.S.C. § 1824(e)(l) . 

. ·3 
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U.S.C. § 1804. For electronic surveillancc,3 this application must be approved by the Attorney 

General and include, am011g other things, the identity or a description of the target of the 

electronic surveillance and a statcmcpt of the facts and circumstances supporting probable cau&:i 

to believe that "(A) the target of the electronic survcil!Mce is a foreign powcr4 or an agent of a 

foreign power/ and (B) each of the fac:ilitic:s or places at which the electronic surveillance is 

dirc:ctc:d is being used, or is about to be used, by a foreign power or an agent of a forci811 powei·," 

as well as a detailed description of the infonnation sought and the types of communication or 

activities subject to surveillance.~ 50 U.S.C. § 1804(aX2), (3), (5). In addition, the application 

must contain a certification from high-nu:iking executive branch official statin& that "the 

certi~ official deems the information sought to be foreign intelligence information," "that 11 

significant pwposc of the surveillance is to obtain fomgn intelligence informatimi." and "that 

3 The requirements for physical surveillance: are similar but include additional requirements tll.at 
the application detail the facts Md circlUJlSl8nces chat justify an applicant's bc:liefthat "the 
premises or property to be searched contains foreign intelligence information" and that each 
"premise or propc:ity to be searched is or is about to be owned, used, possessed by, or is in transit 
to or from" the target. 50 U.S.C. § 1823(a)(l)-(8), (a)(3)(B), (C). 
4 A "for~gn power" is defined as a ''fon:i!Pl government or componc:nt," entity controlled by a 
foreign government, "group engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation 
therefor," "forei,:n-based political organizeti"'l," or entity that is "enaased in the international 
proliferation of weapons oflllilSS destruction." 50 U.S.C, §§ 1801(a)(l)-(7), 1821(1). 

~ A non-U .S. person is an "agent of a foreign power" if he/she "acts in the United States as 811. 

officer or employee of a foreign power," "sets for or on bch,ilf of a foreign power which c:nai,ges 
in clandestine: intelligence activities in the United Sllltes contrary to the interests of the Unitell 
States,'' or "engages in international terrori=" or ·~ntemational proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction" or activities in preparation therefor. 50 U.S.C. § 1801(b)(l). The definition of 
~agent ofa foreign power" is similar for a U.S. person but the relevant behavior must be don,:, 
"knowin&ly." ~ 50 U.S.C. § I80l(b)(2). 

' 4 
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such information cannot reasonably be obtained l)y normal investigative T.eclmiques." Id. at§§ 

l 804(a)(6), 18l3(a)(6).6 

A FISC judge may issue an order authorizing FISA surveillance only upon concluding 

"that thc:Ie is probable cause to believe that the target of the surveillance is a foreign power or 

agent of a foreign power, that proposed lllinimization procedures arc sufficient under the tenns 

of the statute, that the certifications required by § 1804 have been made, and that the 

certifications are not clearly erroneous." United States y, Sguillacote, 221 F.3d 542, 553 (4th Cir. 

2000). The order authorizing FISA surveillance "must describe the target, lhc information 

sought, and the means of acquiring such information" and also "set forth the period of time 

during which the electrOnic surveillance or physical searches are approved, which is aenerally 

ninety days or until lhe objective of the electronic surveillance or physical sean:h has been 

achieved." United States v. Rosen. 447 F. Supp. 2d 538, 544 (E.D. Va. 2006). 

"[ O]nce the electronic surveillanllC or the physical search has been approved, the 

government must apply the specific minimization procedures contained in the application to the 

FISC." Ma at SS0. Although the specific mlnirnillll.tion procedures contained in each applicatfon 

are classified, the statute requires that such minimization procedures be ''reasonably designed in 

light of the purpose and technique: of the particular surveillance, to minimize the acquisition und 

retention, and prohibit lhe dissemination, ofnonpublicly available information concernina 

unconsenting United States persons consistent with the need of the United States to obtain, 

6 As defined by the statute "foreign intelligence information" is that which "relates to ... the 
ability of the United States to prot.ect apmst ... attack ot other grave hostile acts of a foreign 
power [ or agent thereof]; sabotage, intemational terrorism, or . , . claiidestine intelligence 
activities by •.. a foreign power [or agent thereof]." SO U.S.C. §§ 180l(e)(l), 1821(1). lt als,l 
includes "information with respect to a foreign power or territory that relates to ... the natioll81 
defense[,] security ... (, or] forcian affairs of the United States." Id. at§ 180l(e)(2). 

s 
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produce, and disseminate fbrcign intelligence infonnation." SO U.S.C. §§ l 80l(h), 1821( 4)(A). 

As explained by the foreign Intelligence Surveillance Coun of Review, "By minimizina 

acqµisition, Congress envisioned that, for example, where a switchboard line is tapped but onl~ 

one person in the o,ganizali'ln is the target, the interception should pl'Obably be discontinued 

where the target is not a party to the communication. By minimizing retention, Conaress 

intended that information acquired, which is not necessary for obtaining, producing, or 

clisseminating foreign intelligence information, be destroyed where feasible. Furthermore, eve11. 

with respect to information needed for an approved pwpose, di,mjnation should be restrlctecl. 

to those ofliciali with a need for such information." In n; Sealed Case, 310 F .3d 717. 731 

(Foreign In.t. Surv. Ct. Rev. 2002) (intcmal quoration marks omitted) (emphasis in original.). But, 

SOU.SC. § 180l(h)(3) expressly states that the aovemment is not required to minimize 

information that is "evidence of a crime." 

"Although FISA is chiefly directed to obtaining 'foreian intelligence information,' the! 

Act specifically contemplates cooperation betWeen federal authorities collecting [FISA !Dllter:,al] 

and federal law enforccaicnt officers" and "explicitly. allows the use of evidence derived fron:, 

FISA surveillaru:e and searches in criminal pro.secutions." Rosen. 447 F. Supp. 2d at 544. If the 

govcnnncnt intends to use FISA evidence in the criminal trial of an "aggrieved person," it must 

notify the aggrieved person and the court of this intent. 50 U.S.C. §§ 1806(c), 182S(d). An 

asgrieved person "may move t.o suppress the evidence obtained or derived from such electt011ic 

surveillance on the grounds thal the infonnation WM unlawfully acquired; or the surveillance 

was not made in confonnity with an order of authori2Jltion or approval." 50 U.S.C. §§ 1806(c:-), 

1825(£). Upon such a motion, ''if the Attorney General files an.affidavit under oath that 

disclosure or an adversary hearing would ban:n the national security of the United States," the 

' 6 
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district court "shall" review the relevant FISA materials in camera and ex parte "to detennine 

whether the surveillance of the aggrieved person was lawfully authorized and conducted." SO 

U.S.C. §§ 1806(f), l 825(g). The court may disclose the FISA materials or portions thereof to the 

aggrieved person. "only where such disclosure is necessary to make an accurate determination of 

the legality of the surveillance." 50 U.S.C. § 1806(f); w: also 50 U.S.C. § 1825{g). 

In the Fourth Circuit, the district court's review ofFISA materials is de novo, 

Sguillaeote, 221 F.3d at 554, and, given that "review is ex parte and thus unaided by the 

adversarial process," the review should be both "searching and conducted with special care." 

Rosen, 447 F. Supp. 2d at 545. But, just as the FISC applies a "clearly erroneous" standard to ihe 

specification, 50 U.S.C. §§ 1805(a)(4), 1824(a)(4), at the district court, the FISA application 

cam.es a "strong presumption of veracity and regularity," United States v. Hassan. 742 F.3d 104, 

139 {4th Cir, 2014). As with probable cause to believe that criminal activity is occurring, 

probable cause to believe that the target of PISA surveillance is an agent of a fureign power "i.s a 

fluid concept-turning on the assessment of probabilities in particular factual contexts-not 

readily, or even usefully, reduced to a neat set oflegal rules." Ffarnmnud, 381 F.3d at 332 

(quoting Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 232 {1983)). In evaluating probable cause, a judge must 

"'make a practical, common-sense decision whether, given all the circumstances set forth in 1:ne 

affidavit ... , there is a fair probability' that the search will be fruitful." Id. {quoting~ 41i2 

U.S. at 238). Stated differently, "fp]robable cause means more than bare suspicion but less thm 

absolute certainty that a search will be fruitful." Id. (quoting Mason v. Godine~ 47 F.3d 852,. 855 

(7th Cir. 1995)). 
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II. DISCUSSION 

As a threshold matter, defense counsel contends that he needs access to the FISA material 

to develop suppn:ssion arguments. Def. Mem. at 8. This argument is unpersll8Sive. PISA 

expressly states that a court "shall" review FISA materials ;J partc !lllci in camera "if the 

Attorney General files an affidavit under oath that disclosure or an adversary hearing would 

harm the national security ofthc: United S18tes." 50 U.S.C. §§ 1806(f), 1825(1).7 The Attorney 

General has submitted such an affidavit, (0kt. No. 82], and it is not for the Court to second ~1!,ss 

bis determination that disclosure of the FISA materials would be harmful to national security. :CL 

C,LA. v. Sim•, 471 U.S. 159, 180 (1985){"[I]tis therespol!Sibility of the Director of Central 

Intelligence, not that of the judiciary, to weigh the variety of complex and subtle factors in 

dctenninine whether disclosure of information inay lead to an unacceptable: risk of 

compromising the: Agency's intelligencc-pthcring process."). FISA's ex parte and in camera 

review procedures are not, as defendant claims, "incompatible with the adversaty system that is 

the keystone of Anilo-Am~can criminal justice." Def. Mem. at 12. To the contrary, they are 

congressionally authorized and their constitutionality has been affirmed by the Fourth Circuit, 

United Sgrtcs v. Pelton, 835 F.2d 1067, 1075-76 (4th Cir. 1987) ("We find the provisions of 

7 Defendant misquotes the statute as stating that "a review in camera and ex parte [of] the 
applicati011, order, and such materials relating to the surveillance O may be necessary to 
determine whether the surveillance of the aggrieved person was lawfully authorized and 
conducted." Def. Mem. at 9 (alterations in original). This mutilation of the statute grossly 
misrepresents its meaning. Accurately quoted, the: statute <:0ntains a mandatory, rather than a 
permissive instruction: "the United States district cowt or;where the motion is made bc:fon: 
another authority, the United States district CQurt in the same district as the authority, ~ 
notWithstanding any other law, if the Attomey General files an affidavit under oath that 
disclosure or an adversary hearing would harm the national security of the United States, review 
in camera and ex partc: the application, order, aud such other pweria)s relaJ,jng to the suryeill'™ 
as may be necessary to determine whether the: sUIVallance oftbe aggrieved person was lawfolly 
authorized and coodueted." 50 u.s.c. § 1806(1) (emphasis added): ~ce also SO u.s.c. § 182:~(g). 

8. 
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FISA to be 'reasonable both in relation to the legitimate need of Government for intelligence 

information and the protected rights of our citizens,' and therefore compatible with the Fourth 

Amendment." (citing United States v. U.S. Dist. Court for E. Dist. of Mich., S. Div .• 407 U.S. 

297, 323 (1972)), as well as every other federal court tbathas considered the matter, Gov. Opp .. 

at 20--21 (collecting cases). 

In addition, the exception to the requirement of ex parte. in camera review applies "onl:r 

where such disclosure is necessary to make an acclll'llte determination of the legality of the 

surveillance." SO U.S.C. §§ 1806(t), 182S(g). "(S]uch disclosure is 'necessary' only where the 

court's initial review of the application, order, and fruits of the surveillance indicates that the 

question oflegality may be complicated by factors such as 'indications of possible 

misrepresentation of fact, vague identification of the persons to be surveilled, or SUNeillance 

records which include a significant amount of nonfureign intelligence information, calling inti, 

question compliance with the minimization standards contained in the order.'" United States..,_ 

Belfield. 692 F.2d 141, 147 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (quoting S. Rep. No. 95-701, at 64 (1978)). 

Reviewing ex parte applications to determine if they establish probable cause is a traditional 

function of courts and, UI1$Ul"prisingly, no court in the Fourth Circuit or elsewhere has concluded 

that defense input was necessary to determine the legality ofFISA materials. Gov. Opp. at 17. 

This case is no exception. Having reviewed the PISA application(s), order(s), and other 

materials, the Court finds mat they contain no facial inconsistencies, ambiguities, or inaccuri~cies 

and disclosure is not necessary to make an accurate determination of the legality of the 

surveillance. 

Defendant also attacks the legality of the FISA application(s), arguing that based on its~ 

pane and in camera review the Court should suppress all the FISA evidence because "there is no 
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conceivable set of facts that would satisfy" the FISA requirements. Def. Mem. at 15. This 

necessarily speculative contention is based on defendant's claim that be never had any 

interactions with a "foreign power," Def. Mem. at 16-17, bas never been the "agent" of a forei~.n 

power, id. at 17-18, and has never engaged in "international terrorism.'' id. at 18-19. In additio11, 

defendant argues that there was never any basis for searching his phone, text messages, email, 

Facebook, and property. Id. at 19-21. These arguments, which assume that the defendant was the 

Target of the FISA application(s), are essentially an attack on probable cause. Without 

commenting on the target(s) of the PISA application(s), the Court finds that there was probabk 

cause to believe that certain identified organization(s) were a "foreign power" within the 

meaning of 50 U.S.C. § 180l(a), which includes a "group engaged in international terrorism. or 

activities in preparation therefor," and that the target(s) knowingly acted for or on behalf of those 

orgeoizatinns, or knowingly aided or abetted those organizations and were therefore "agent(s) of 

a foreign power" under 50 U.S.C. §§ 180l(b)(2), 1821(1).8 In addition, the applicatioo(s) 

establish probable cause to believe thlll: each facility or place at which electronic surveillance was 

directed "[was] being used, or (was] about to be used, by a foreign power or an agent of a fordgr,. 

power" and the premises to be physically searched was, or was about to be, owned, used, 

possessed by, or was in transit to or from the target(s). 

8 Defendant's argument that he never "engaged in 'international terrorism,'" Def. Mem. at U:, is 
misplaced as there is no such requirement in FISA. Instead the statute reqw.res a certification that 
the information sought is "foreign intelligence information," SO U.S.C. § 1804(a)(6), which 
includes information that "relates to ... international terrorism,'' 50 U.S.C. § 180l(e)(l ), ancl. 
that the application establish probable cause that the target is an agent of a "foreign power," 
which includes a "group engaged in international terrorism," SO U.S.C. § 1801(a)(4). Although 
the Court will not comment on the identity of the target(s) or the foreign ageot(s), the FISA 
applicati.on(s) satisfied both of those requirements. 
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Defendant's next argument is that the FISA application(s) were "likely improperly 

predicated on protected First Amendment activities." Def. Mem. at 21. This argument, which 

again assumes that the defendant was the target, is supported by neither facts nor law. FISA 

provides that "no United States person may be considered a foreign power or an agent of a 

foreign power solely upon the basis of activities protected by the first amendment to the 

Constitution of the United States." SO U.S.C. §§ l 805(a)(2)(A), 1824(a)(2)(A). The critical woird 

in that provision is "solely." As the Rosen opinion made clear, as a statutory matter, "[f]rom this 

plain language, it follows that the probable cause determination may rely in pan on activities 

protected by the First Amendment, provided the determination also relies on activities not 

protected by the First Amendment." 447 F. Supp. 2d at 548.9 From a constitutional perspectiv1; 

just as it is entirely consistent with the First Amendment to make "evidentiary use of speech tJ 

establish the elements of a crime or to prove motive or intent" during a criminal proceeding, 

Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 508 U.S. 476,489 (1993); see als,o United Stares v. Hassan, 742 F.3d 

104, 127-28 (4th Cir. 2014) ("[1]he First Amendment was no bar to the government's use of the 

appellants' speech to demonsmrte their participation in the charged conspiracies.''), so too is i.t 

appropriate to use speech to establish probable cause to believe that a target ofFISA surveillunce 

is an agent of a foreign power. Therefore, even if defendant were a/the target, it would have 1:-een 

permissible for the PISA application to reference First Amendment protected activities, provided 

that there was other evidence of prohibited activity. 

9 FISA's legislative history explains that "[t}he Bill is not intended to authorize electronic 
surveillance when a United States person•s·activities, even though secret and conducted for ii 
foreign power, consist entirely of lawful acts such as lobbying or the use of confidential contacts 
to influence public officials, directly or indirectly, through the dissemination of information." S. 
Rep. No. 95-701 at 29. 
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Defendant also contends that "normal investigative t~bniques" could have been 

employed. Def. Mem. at 21. Accordin& to the statute, a FISA application must contain a 

certification that the information aought "cannot reasonably be obtained by normal investigativ1~ 

teehnique5." 50 U.S.C. §§ 1804(a)(6)(C), 1826(a)(6)(C). Defendant's argumCllt regarding this 

provision again siniply denies that there W1IS a "'foreign imelligence' dimension" to his activiti.es 

and urges the Court to "closely scrutinize the factual basis for any certification that 'nonnal 

investigative techniques' could not have been used in this case." Def. Mem. at 21-22. The Cot1rt 

has done just that and finds that the certification(s) that the infonnation sought could not 

reasonably have been obtained by nonnal investiptive techniques was/were not clearly 

erroneous on the basis of the facts submitted. 

Finally, defendant states that ''[t]he [r]cquircd [m]inimization [p]rocedures [m]ay [n]oi: 

[h]ave [b]een [t]ollowcd." Def. Mem. at 22. But, other than citlna the legal basis for the 

mioirnizetion IC4uircment and explaining why .miniroizalio-1 is imponant. he provides no bas:is 

for this argument. Instead he simply states., "[i]f proper minlrnivition procedures wore not 

followed, the Court should suppress the FISA·[e]videnee." lg, This argument also fails. As t11e 

legislative history makes clear, "[a]bscnt a charge that tbe·II'iniroization procedures have been 

disregarded completely, the test of c0mpliance is whether a good faith effort to mlnlmj,:e wa:1 

attempted." Roseu. 447 F. Supp. 2d at 551 (citin& s. Rep. No. 95-701 at 39). This is beca\1$1:, 

"[i]n enacting FISA, Congress recogniz.ed that 'no electronic surveillance can be so conducted 

that innocent conversations can be t01ally eliminated.'" Haromoud. 381 F.3d at 334 (~Is. 

Rep. No. 95-701 at 39). [n addition, as colll'tS recogmze, "it is not always immediately clear into 

whicb category a particular conversation falls. A conversation that ,eems innocuous on one day 

may later t\1111 out to be of great si&oificance, particulady if the in!ilviduals involved are talldna 

12 
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in code." Id. Here, the Court finds that the FISA application(s) incorporated the appropriate 

minimization procedures, the order(s) issued by the FISC directed the government to comply 

with the appropriate minimization procedures, and the FISA-autborlzed surveillance and 

physical search abided by these procedures when applicable and otherwise demonstrated a ''good 

faith effort to minimi:ze the acquisition and retention of irrelevant infonnation." Id. 

In sum, the Court finds that based on its de novo review of the FISA materials and FISC 

order(s) that the electronic surveillance and physical search at issue in this case were both 

lawfully authorized and lawfully conducted in compliance with FISA.10 

III. CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, defendant's Motion for Disclosure ofFISA.-Related Material and/or to 

Suppress the Fruits or Derivatives of Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search Pursuant tc, 

FISA [0kt. No. 65] will be denied by an appropriate Order to be issued with this Memorandum 

Opinion. 

The Clerk is directed to forward a copy of this Memorandum Opinion to counsel of 

record and CISO Maura Peterson. 
~ 

Entered this 9 day of May, 2017. 

Alexandria, Virginia 

Leonie M. Brinkema 
United States District Judge 

10 Because the Court finds that the FISA application(s) at issue were supported by probable: 
cause, it does not address the government's argument regarding the good faith exception tu the 
exclusionary rule, Gov. Opp. at 25-28, which presents a question that has not yet been addressed 
by the Fourth Circuit. 
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